
 
 
 
 

CUBBI Debuts at Germany’s Insights-X Stationery Expo 
 
 
CUBBI will showcase and launch its first product at Germany’s famous trade 

fair for stationery goods. 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE ¾ Lifestyle stationery company CUBBI will be making its very 
first appearance in the European market at the Insights-X stationery expo from the 9th to 12th 
of October 2019! CUBBI’s presence in the expo also marks the official launch of the CUB 
SHOE stationery case, which is CUBBI’s pilot product that was specially designed in Korea. 
 
The CUB SHOE stationery case re-imagines the traditional pencil case (or pouch) in a 
familiar and cute shoe-like design. CUB SHOE was prototyped in Korea by expert product 
designers and patented as a multi-functional case that is designed to be versatile, practical 
and fun. It stores up to 22 standard-sized writing instruments and has multiple modes for 
classroom, office and creative uses.  
 
Made from child-safe ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) material, CUB SHOE cases are durable 
and, most importantly, non-toxic. The EVA material allows for countless colour 
configurations, hence CUBBI has manufactured the CUB SHOE in 10 unique and 
contemporary colours to target both male and female users from different age groups. Users 
are also encouraged to mix and match different coloured parts from two or more CUB SHOE 
cases to personalise their own unique version. 
 
This year, Insights-X will be held at the Nuremberg Exhibition Centre (Messezentrum 1, 
90471 Nuremberg, Germany). Admissions to the expo start from 9AM until 5PM (until 4PM 
on Saturday, 12th October 2019). CUBBI's booth is located in hall H3C with the booth number 
C49. Summarised details as follow: 
 
Date: 9th to 12th October 2019 
Venue: Nuremberg Exhibition Centre (Messezentrum 1, 90471 Nuremberg, Germany)  
Hall: H3C 
Booth: C49 
Time: 9AM to 5PM (until 4PM on 12th October 2019) 
 
CUBBI is eager to meet with all Insights-X visitors from stationery distributors, stationery 
retailers and departmental stores who would like to actualise a business partnership for the 
European region.   
 
About CUBBI: 
Back in 2017, CUBBI acquired the worldwide license of the CUB SHOE product design from 
Korea. After a long preparation in setting the foundations such as intellectual property rights, 
website, branding and manufacturer sourcing, CUBBI is finally set for launch in 2019. The 
brand is inspired by the concept of joy itself and with a vision to create practical and fun 
products for people of all ages, everywhere in the world.   

Website- www.lovecubbi.com 

Contact- hello@lovecubbi.com 


